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#1 What is special about your object?
This question aims to get students thinking about why their object is important. Other similar questions are... Why did you pick it? How would you describe your object’s significance to a friend or family member?

Object Stories to listen to:
http://objectstories.org/stories/#!/?Story=5d2631e3-1f75-e111-94a3-001ec9bb218f
http://objectstories.org/stories/#!/?Story=f0a679c7-da59-e111-a81d-001ec9bb218f

#2 What person, place, or thing is connected to your object?
This questions aims to get students thinking about different stories that stem from their object. It can be broken down into three questions too.

Object Story to listen to:
http://objectstories.org/stories/#!/?Story=2de64e5a-6662-e111-b652-001ec9bb218f

#3 Choosing one word that describes your object.
Students may want to write down two or even three words and then select their favorite from their list. Ideally, this word sums it all up (if that’s possible).